Maths
English









Reading: introduction to VRICE:
Vocabulary/ Retrieve (search text for
answer) / Infer (work it out using clues
from text) / Choice (why did the author
choose this word?) / Explain (give
examples to prove it)
Extracts from Matilda – Roald Dahl
Hodgeheg by Dick King Smith
Information leaflets and posters
The Rock Elf – fantasy stories
Shape poetry / calligrams about animals
and food
SPaG – KS1 punctuation revision, nouns,
adjectives, expanded noun phrases,
clauses and how to use conjunctions to
link them; which to use: ‘a’ or ‘an’?









Place value of hundreds, tens and ones
Ordering and comparing numbers to 1000
(greater than or less than)
Counting in 50s
Adding and subtracting 3 digit numbers
Estimating answers and using checking
strategies
Problem solving with addition and
subtraction
2x. 5x. 10x table revision. 3x, 4x table
learning







To classify rocks as natural or human –
made
To know how rocks are formed as igneous,
metamorphic or sedimentary
To know how soil is formed
To know the significance of Mary Anning
in the discovery of fossils
To know how fossils are formed
To use vocabulary to describe the
properties of rocks (e.g. hard, soft,
durable, porous, non- porous) and to
apply this knowledge to a problem.








Year 3 Autumn
First Half

Science


Humanities

R.E




World Religions: Sikhism.
Theme: The Amrit Ceremony and the
Khalsa
Key Question: Does joining the Khalsa
make a person a better Sikh?

Local Study: How and why is my local
environment changing?
Our Victorian school - use a variety of
sources to find out about the history of
our very special school building and how it
served the community.
Use maps, atlases, globes and
digital/computer mapping to locate
countries, regions, counties and smaller
locations including Hampreston and
understand its position in the wider world.
Use ariel photos, satellite maps and
photographs of the village to learn how
the land has been developed over time
and how the population has increased
from its initial establishment.

Computing: Internet safety, learning about digital
devices and ow they connect to networks.
Art / D.T: Autumn leaves – sketching, using colour,
printing leaf patterns, observational drawings of
harvest vegetables, painting vegetable skins
French: Greetings; Where I live; numbers 1-20, my
age; days of the week; my family
P.E: Tennis
Music: Let Your Spirit Fly – R&B song. Listening,
evaluating, singing, composing and performing.
PSHCE: Living in the wider world – rules, rights and
responsibilities; Health and wellbeing – healthy
lifestyles; Relationships – valuing differences.

